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About This Game

Collection of American VR Coasters. Experience 4 types of different VR Coasters that will bring you new amazing
impressions!

American Liberty Coaster

Fascinating coaster on Liberty island in the style of old ATARI games. Climb to the Statue of Liberty and get the inexpressible
emotions!

American Euthanasia Coaster

The Euthanasia Coaster is an art concept for a steel roller coaster designed to kill its passengers. In 2010, it was designed and
made into a scale model by Julijonas Urbonas, a PhD candidate at the Royal College of Art in London. Urbonas, who has

worked at an amusement park, stated that the goal of his concept roller coaster is to take lives "with elegance and euphoria". As
for practical applications of his design, Urbonas mentioned "euthanasia" or "execution".

American Crazy City Coaster

A fantastic trip in a big city filled with skyscrapers. You are waiting for jumps and free fall with the biggest skyscraper!

American Mega Kingda Ka Coaster
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The famous Kingda Ka now even better! Experience new sensations on the legendary coaster!

Controls (Keyboard):

"R" - Recenter;

"Esc" - Back to main menu/Exit;
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Title: American VR Coasters
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Funny Twins
Publisher:
Funny Twins
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7 SP1, Windows® 8.1 or later, Windows® 10

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4590/AMD FX™ 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce™ GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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So I got this on sale for $3.59 and honestly, there are better VR rollerocoaster experiences out there (including Russian VR
Coasters from the same developer!). Also, the price is a bit steep for what's really being offered. So what is being offered?

Four rides (lasted me a total of 14 minutes to experience all of them) of varying fun factors and lengths, each with low
resolution\/low textures, each with no interactions, and each have the same ride feeling. I guess that's what's missing most from
the game, you don't ever really feel like you are in a rollercoaster. In fact, I never felt the butterflies in my stomach or the
euphoria you would feel if you actually rode in a rollercoaster. The rails as you are whizzing by also don't look very good (they
blur or they look very slow .. depending on where you look).

The scenery and rides from best to worst (IMO) were 1) Mega Kinda Ka - nice outside park with rocks that bring a nice surprise
2) LIberty - the statue of liberty needs to look better though 3) City 4) Euthanasia - starts out looking very good, then a big
disappointment, poor graphics really bring immersion down here.

However, every single VR scene and ride were better in Russian VR coasters. This dev obviously hates America. I'm joking ...
or maybe not.

Rating 4\/10 should be a .99 cent game then I could tepidly recommend and overlook its flaws. i had high hopes cuz your first
game was decent and felt the immersion and after seeing these crazy coasters i thought yea i need this one but i cant recomend
this yet theres fixing needs to be done and i hate that its blurry when u look at the background scenery and the tracks dont even
immerse you in any of them wich is weird... no motion sick they are fluid but some parts the speed is to fast on turns and theres
no track effects like your russian coaster game... hopefully you will tweak these minor fixes but for now i gotta refund sorry
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